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Subject: World War III – Secret Covenant - Thrive

The world is on the verge of WWIII, a world wide thermonuclear war, with billions killed, sickness and death
from it in the US and all over the world, and a probable martial law takeover resembling the round up of US
Citizen Japanese, having been placed in US camps during WWII. In this case, it would be dissenters who are on
lists. Today, Concentration Camps in the US - DO EXIST. They are ready and manned. How close we are to
WWIII is not shown in the mainstream media. Many important facts are omitted from mainstream news
broadcasts.
Yes, I know such a scenario is insane. But, the so-called “elite” are insane.
The simple facts are these. Ukraine was taken over by the US through a proxy government, and many of the
people in Ukraine then wanted to be part of Russia – voting for that. A huge revolt is taking place, in Ukraine,
against the new coup formed government. The Crimean Peninsula was annexed by the Russian Federation, and
history shows that area has belonged to Russia before.
A huge amount of lies regarding the above has been circulating in the lying presstitute American media.
NOW: “Russia warns US Arming Ukraine will be considered an act of war” and “Russia warns US we will
respond with nukes.” A nuke reportedly detonated in Ukraine 2/8/15 – and this is unconfirmed. There is
video of the alleged nuclear explosion - http://chronicle.su/2015/02/08/nuclear-bomb-detonated-in-ukrainenuclear-blast-detected/
There is a document circulating called THE SECRET COVENANT. No-one, as far as I know, can prove it's
origin. The esoteric statements are controversial, but the FACTS of a widespread eugenics program are not
disputable. Facts are shown in links from the document, found at...
www.wearechangehuerfano.us/the-secret-covenant.pdf
Linked from the above you will find a free movie, viewable on the internet, titled THRIVE WHAT ON
EARTH WILL IT TAKE. An heir to PROCTER AND GAMBLE, Foster Gamble, hosts the video. In that
video, the eugenics program of the “elite” is outlined, as well as their plan to murder an overwhelming majority
of the population in the world. This is not speculation, but rather fact, all independently sourced, and verified, on
the THRIVE website.
The people of the earth have come close to the WWIII scenario in the past. Many are awakening to the reality
that inward peace is what is needed to cause outward peace. This is science, not religion, and you will see what
I'm referring to in Gregg Braden's video at...
www.worldpeacealliance.com
The calculation for the square root of 1 percent of the people in Huerfano County is 8 people. You will see the
significance of that figure in the video.

